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The Travels Abroad of H. C. Andersen
by DON MOWATT
A complete appreciation of Hans Christian Andersen
has always been limited to Danish-speaking readers because
so much of his private life is most clearly revealed in his
letters, diaries, and travel books which remain largely untranslated into English. There is a handful of exceptions, the
majority of which are mid-nineteenth century translations
from England.
As a private person, Andersen combined great spiritual
courage with great emotional frailty. He was constantly
overreacting to critical comments about his work. These two
contradictory qualities produced an amazing sensitivity
which made his personal life often terribly sad but which
became the essential ingredients in his tales and travel books.
Unlike Leo Tolstoy, who could tell the history of the
world in a 2,000-page novel with hundreds of characters all
interesting and perfectly developed, Andersen put all the
world into his tiny room on Munkm0llestra?de in Odense
and in effect told his own story a hundred different ways.
Although he traveled the world more than any other Dane of
his time, he never really could leave that tiny house of his
childhood where stove tongs became ballet dancers and
sewing needles became beautiful ladies. The adventures of
our childhood shape most of our lives. In Andersen's case,
they dominated it; but he added layers to that base, because
he traveled. 'To travel is to live," Andersen wrote in 1842.
Indeed, Andersen traveled all over Western (and
eventually through much of Eastern) Europe, making in all
30 travels abroad. At first his trips were made specifically to
recover from affairs of the heart-something
that kept
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happening to Andersen; not one of them ended successfully
for him. In his late teens and early twenties Andersen stayed
in Copenhagen with wealthy Jonas Collin and his family
who had more or less adopted him. But when he fell in love
with Jonas' daughter Louise, it spurred the family into
sending him abroad for the first time, in 1833. He even
managed to receive travel grants from the King on the
recommendation of Collin. His journeys were extraordinary
for those times, particularly in view of Andersen's often
admitted timidity. A great deal of eastern Europe was under
Ottoman rule, and only rarely did travelers from the West
venture there out of choice. In the area of the Danube there
was open revolt against the Turks, poor sanitation, dangers
of plague and other fatal and highly contagious diseases, the
nuisance of several days in quarantine for travelers,
complicated customs procedures, and rough roads for
primitive travel vehicles.
What made Andersen such an ardent traveler under
these conditions? And more importantly, what record do we
have from those trips abroad? Accounts of his travels are
found in some of his tales, some of the novels, his diaries, his
several autobiographies, his letters, and a set of fabulous
travel books: A Poet's Bazaar, In Sweden, In Spain, and A
Visit to Portugal. Also, we have the witness of writers whom
he met on his travels-the
Brownings, Charles Dickens,
Victor Hugo, Heinrich Heine, and the Brothers Grimm,
among others.
H. Tops0e Jensen, the great Danish biographer of
Andersen, wrote that Andersen was a reporter by instinct if
not by desire. In all, he made thirty travels abroad in a
period of roughly forty years, from 1833 to 1873.
His first trip began in Germany and then extended to
France, Switzerland, and Italy. At Versailles, he "went to see
Napoleon's bed chamber. Everything was as he had left it.
There was a little ladder up to his bed. I placed my hands on
the steps and on his pillow. I saw myself in the mirror which
has often reflected his face. How insignificant I looked! If the
others hadn't been there I would have knelt down." In
Switzerland, he completed a dramatic poem, Agnete, which
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he sent back to Edvard Collin. The poem was maudlin,
predictable, imitative, and Collin was very disparaging in his
reaction. This was the first of many discouraging responses
Andersen received from Collin on his travels and he took
this, as he did the others, with little grace and a great deal of
bitterness and resentment against the Collin family and
against Denmark.
He continued on to Italy and soon wrote in his diary
that "France and Germany do not count for much! No,
behind the Alps is the garden of Eden with marble gods,
music, and God's clear sky." But within a few days of that he
continued, "Today it is five days since we left Milan and we
have traveled here after having tried all the plagues and
outrages to which a traveler is subjected in Italy. The
purpose of everything is to swindle the traveler; everything
is dirty to a degree you cannot possibly imagine; we have
had to threaten to call the police, have had to guard our
luggage, have seen robbers being dragged away by soldiers,
etc." But generally, Italy remained a happy experience for
Andersen and he was to return here often.
There is an account in The Poet's Bazaar of a night he
spent in the Apennines past the Lombardy plains which
perfectly captures Andersen's particular aptitude for recording his adventures and his own contradictory reactions to
them.
"After the smoking supper had been dispatched,
each one sought his bed. Mine was in a somewhat
distant room, large and lonely with a couch as
broad as it was long. There was a little vessel of
holy water at the bed-head and on the wall were
inscriptions, and one in Danish, a translation of the
German popular song, 'Enjoy life while it lastetht'
"So a countryman of mine had been here. and had
written this. May his life be an enjoyable one!
"A rickety table and two rush-bottomed chairs
formed the rest of the furniture.
"I opened a window in front of which great iron
bars had been fastened. The window looked out
upon a deep valley. Below all was darkness. I could
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hear a stream rushing onward. Above me glittered
the starry sky. I leaned my forehead against the
iron bars and did not feel more lonely than I had
felt in my own little room in Denmark. He who has
a home in his own country may feel homesick, but
he who possesses nothing is at home everywhere.
In a few minutes my room here seemed to become
a familiar home to me, but I did not yet know my
neighbors.
"Besides the common door, I noticed another, a
smaller one, which was fastened by a bolt. Wither
might this lead? What was behind this door? I took
the five-wicked metal lamp, three wicks of which
had been lighted. I kindled the other two, drew
back the bolt, and went forth on a journey of discovery.
"Beyond the door I found a kind of lumberroom. Here were chests, boxes, sacks, and great
jars. Old clothes and guns hung upon the walls.
There was another door leading out of this room. I
opened it, and stood in a long narrow passage.
Traversing this, I stood before another door.
Should I go farther? I stood still and listened. Suddenly I heard two sounds like notes played on a
flute, one deep, the other high and piercing. After
a pause they were repeated.
"The longer I listened, the more I felt convinced
that these sounds did not proceed from a flute. I
lifted the latch and the door flew open suddenly,
much more suddenly than I had expected. The
room was dimly lighted by a lamp, and an old
peasant with long white hair was before me, sitting
half undressed in an armchair, playing the flute.
"I made an excuse for my intrusion, but he did
not heed me. I shut the door and was about to
retreat, when it was opened again by a young
peasant lad who asked me in a whisper whom I was
seeking.
"The old man whom I had seen was the uncle of
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the landlord, and had been of weak mind since his
sixteenth year.
"I will tell the few particulars I learned respecting
his case. His illness had come upon him as though
wafted towards him by the wind. No one could
give any reason for it. As a boy he had played
prettily upon the flute, but since a certain night he
had never tried anything but two notes, one a deep
and mournful one, and the other high and piercing.
These notes he continually repeated, and sometimes played them at night for hours together. They
had tried to take his flute from him, but then he
would become as furious as a wild animal, though
when it was returned to him, he at once became
calm and friendly. The boy who spoke to me slept
in the same room with the old man and had become
accustomed to the sound of the flute.
"I went back to my room and locked the door,
but the two notes of the flute rang in my ears. They
sounded like the distant creaking of a weathercock
turned by the wind. I could not sleep. My fancy
was busy about the old man. I heard the flute tones
sounding like notes from the spirit world and
thought how, when the old man is dead, the people
of the house will hear these notes in imagination, as
they now hear them in reality, for years to come."
In Italy, Andersen met Thorvaldsen, the sculptor, and
they soon became firm friends. Andersen recorded that he
was not impressed with the theatre in Rome. Here he went to
a performance of Bellini's opera La Somnarnbula and wrote
to a friend, "The noble Roman ladies in the chorus were
disagreeably ugly-veritable Funen milk-maids. In fact, one
of them had a harelip, one was blind, and a third had a hump
on her back and something horribly wrong with her nose."
While he was in Rome (1834), he received notice of his
mother's death as well as more critical notes from his friend
Edvard Collin:
You are not aware of the fact, Andersen, as I am
and as others are who are well-intentioned towards
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you and sincerely fond of you, how people, in fact,
almost everybody-it
is shocking how few exceptions there are-how
people talk. 'Has he been
scribbling again 7' 'I have been fed up with him for a
long time.' 'It is always the same stuff he is writing!'
In short, it is incredible how few friends your writing has at present. What is the reason? You write
too much! While one work is being printed you
have half-way completed the manuscript of another. Due to this mad, this deplorable productivity, you depreciate the value of your works to such
an extent that in the end no bookseller wants them
even to give away as presents. Aren't you already
again, according to your letter to father, thinking
of writing another travel book? Who do you think
wants to buy a book in several volumes about your
journey, a journey which a thousand people have
made, and two thousand eyes cannot have missed
so much, I suppose, that you can fill up two
volumes with new and interesting material. It really
is extraordinarily selfish of you to assume such an
interest in you among people. (Translation by Elias
Bredsdorff.)
In this one letter alone is revealed the astonishing
ignorance shown by Collin of the working habits of a writer
and of Andersen's own unique gifts and ability to inform and
entertain people with his travel writing. The letter also
proves how dependent Andersen had become on the
approval of the Collin family. Upon receipt of this letter he
became, in fact, suicidal. Then he climbed Mt. Vesuvius and
felt better.
In 1834, after being abroad for a year, Andersen
returned home in dread. He had acquired new notions in his
travels, notions of new forms in literature, scuplture,
architecture and criticism. He had read many books about
Italy and none seemed adequate to express the range of
history and beauty he saw there, so he wrote lmprovisatoren
(the lmprovisatore). This novel became a great success both
at home and abroad. Within ten years it had been translated
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into German, Swedish, Russian, English, Dutch, French, and
Czech. No other work had had a comparable success. This
was the first work to bring Andersen international attention,
and when he would turn his attention to fairy tales, the first
editions always mentioned "H. C. Andersen-author
of The
lmprovisatore.,, When I say it was a novel, it is really only a
kind of novel. The story follows a poor boy, Antonio, who
has a poetic gift and is therefore destined for great things. Set
in colorful Italian scenery, the story is populated by robbers,
beggars, peasants, artists, witches, priests, and aristocracy.
Wealthy people want to reform and transform Antonio. He
is the subject of a great deal of criticism and he suffers great
torment on account of it. He is loved by women. Of course,
it was pure autobiography or would-be biography and
certainly the way Andersen saw himself.
At this time he would undoubtedly have preferred to be
Italian rather than a Northerner from that comer of the
world off Greenland. In 1835, he began the writing of his
fairy tales. The first little unbound collection of tales
included "The Tinder Box," "The Princess and the Pea,"
"Little Claus and Big Claus," and "Little Ida's Flowers." One
of the first to recognize the importance of this form for
Andersen was the inventor of electromagnetism, Hans
Christian 0rsted, who remarked, "If The lmprovisatore has
made you famous, the Tales will make you immortal." The
tales proved lucrative and a valuable source of income for
his recently awakened desire for travel.
His second major trip abroad was during the years 1840
to 1843. He traveled by train for the first time and in
Germany he heard Franz Liszt perform. He also saw for the
first time the early ancestor of photography, the daguerreotype. His novel lmprovisatore was by this time available in
German in a two-volume edition and Andersen saw Volume
I for sale in a bookshop window in Munich. He went inside,
picked up the copy, and recorded the following conversation
in his diary: .
"But that's only Part I," I said. "That's the lot," said the
bookseller. No," I said, "It's only the first part.'' "But I read
it yesterday,'' said the bookseller. "Didn't it seem to you to
11
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end rather abruptly?" I asked. ''Yes, indeed, like the new
French novels; they end in a sophisticated way." "But all the
same, it is only Part I," I said. "But I tell you, I read it," he
said. "But I wrote it," I replied." (Translated by Elias
Bredsdorff .)
He continued his journey through Austria and Italy .
This time in Rome he felt very lonely. Apparently earlier
contacts he had made were not there at this time. In Naples
he fell ill and thought he was on the point of death. A doctor
was called and Andersen was bled. Then good news came
and he improved. The King of Denmark sent word that
Andersen was to receive a travel grant of 600 rixdollars.
From Naples, Andersen journeyed on to Malta and
Greece. On board ship from Malta, Andersen recorded:
We had seven young Spanish monks on board.
They could speak a little Italian and all of them
were missionaries bound for India. To most of
them on board I was the traveler who had journeyed farthest, for I came from the North. 'From
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Denmark! Then you are an American!' I explained
to them that Denmark was far distant from
America, but he shook his head incredulously. We
had a Papal envoy on board, bound for Lebanon.
He was the only Italian who knew anything about
Denmark. He knew a Danish princess who resided
in Rome, and had been at her soirees. He knew that
there was a man called Thorvaldsen and that there
had been one by the name of Tycho Brahe. I have
made the observation that Tycho is the most celebrated Dane, and we drove him away! Denmark is
great as a mother, but she has often been a bad
mother to the best of her children.
He also met a Persian merchant on the same ship and, believing Hebrew was a universal language in that region of the
Middle East, spoke to him in the only phrase he knew of that
tongue, from the opening of Genesis. "In the beginning, God
created the heavens and the earth ... " The merchant, of
course, couldn't understand a word but nodded wisely and
replied in English, the language he believed all Westerners to
speak, and in the one phrase he knew. "Yes sir, verily,
verily, I say unto you ... "
In Athens, he described the results of generations of
bombardments of the capital by hostile forces:
Some parts of the city are no more than heaps of
gravel ... scattered around are broken marble basreliefs and ruined churches with gaily colored pictures of saints on the walls. The Turks have scratched
out every single face and shot bullets through the
eyes and mouth of Christ.
And this description in Constaninople (now Istanbul):
Now appeared several regiments of Turkish
soldiers, all dressed European fashion, in tight
trousers and close jackets, white cross-belts across
their chest and red fez caps on their heads. Some of
the other regiments seemed in most lamentable
plight; not only were the men of all possible complexions all mingled together, but some of them
were lame, and others had club feet. Their European
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uniforms were too tight for them; consequently the
majority had ripped up the seam of the sleeves at
the elbow, and many had cut their trousers at the
knee that they might move their legs with greater
freedom. Especially remarkable was one regiment,
which I should call "the barefoot warriors," for
some of them had only one boot and one shoe,
while others shuffled along with bare feet thrust
into slippers of different colors. Amid a din of
military music, they all marched into the courtyard
of the Serail and, after defiling before the Sultan,
came back and drew up in a line. Ethiopians and
Bulgarians stood side by side, and the Bedouin
prince became the neighbor of the shepherd's son
from the Balkans.
When it was time for him to leave Constantinople, he
had an important decision to make. The safest route back
was by the way he came, through Greece and Italy. But the
more interesting route for Andersen would have been the
Danube River way, "Europe's royal river,1' taking him
through Eastern European countries he'd never seen before.
This route was also the more hazardous. There were rumors
in Constantinople that Rumania and Bulgaria were involved
in armed insurrection and that thousands of Christians and
some Westerners had even been massacred. There were also
reports of the plague. One might have expected Andersen to
choose the safer journey through Greece and Italy, but Elias
Bredsdorff, probably the greatest living authority on Andersen, explains Andersen's dilemma in this way:
Normally, no one would call Andersen courageous,
least of all himself. But what he wrote about Christian in
Only a Fiddler was true of himself. "In small matters I am no
hero, and of this I am not ashamed. But believe me, when it's
a matter of important things, then I have courage." Andersen was afraid of dogs; he suffered from agoraphobia; he
was hysterically obsessed with the thought of suffering an
untimely death by fire or drowning, or as the victim of
murderers; he was constantly afraid of being robbed, of
being seduced, of losing his passport, and so on. But his zest
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for traveling, his desire to see new parts of the world was
such that he could overcome his fears and anxieties, even
when they were well-founded.
And so Andersen did choose the more hazardous route
back, after celebrating Mohammed's birthday in Constantinople. Edvard Collin, who was a hard friend to impress,
was impressed with Andersen on this point:
You are a damn good traveler! The way you have
managed to carry through this journey is something not many could have done, and if you
haven't got courage then at least you have shown a
firm determination, which is equally good. That
acknowledgement will be given to you by yours
truly, who is not in the habit of flattering you.
Andersen boarded a steamer in Constantinople and
went through the Bosphorus into the Black Sea. He was
stopped in Orsova, Rumania, by the plague and had to
spend ten days there in quarantine. Here, as elsewhere along
his travels, he made delightful pen sketches, some of which
have been published. The journey from Constantinople to
Budapest took one month. From Hungary he went west
through Germany where he saw Johann Strauss conduct,
met Mendelssohn, and visited Goethe's daughter. He arrived
home late in 1841 and began work on his travel book about
this trip, A Poet's Bazaar, which was published the fo1lowing
year.
At this point, another aspect of Andersen's contradictory character must be discussed. In his books, the author
continually took the side of the underdog, the poor, and the
underprivileged. But away from his study, Andersen the
man wandered cheerfully among the artistocracy both at
home and quite extensively during his travels. The great poet
Heinrich Heine gave a rather unflattering account of this
duality in Andersen's nature:
Andersen called on me some years ago. I thought
he was a tailor; he really does look like one. He is a
tall, thin man with hollow, sunken cheeks, and his
manner is why princes have given Andersen such
a brilliant reception. When he visited me he had
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adorned his chest with a large tie-pin. When I asked
him what it was that he had on his chest, he replied
with great unction: 'This is a gift which the electress
of Hesse graciously bestowed on me.' In other
respects Andersen is certainly an admirable
character. It was around this time that Andersen wrote The Ugly
Duckling fairy tale. Danish critic Georg Brandes complained
that in this story the duckling didn't turn into an eagle,
soaring above everyone else, but instead turned into a
beautiful but entirely domesticated bird accustomed to being
fed bits of cake by the rich. And when you were born into
one class, you were expected to stay there. Andersen
recognized snobbery in court officials and wrote about it. He
even mocked the Emperor in a story or two. But Andersen
needed royalty. When the Wulffs and the Collins snubbed
him and the King bowed to him from his box in the Royal
Theatre, this was a kind of lofty almost divine recognition
that he craved. If only the Collins had appeciated his
achievements, this respect of Andersen might never have
become so exaggerated. If, if. . . Of Course, royalty
appreciated his attentions to them, toot After the democratic
cold winds following the French Revolution, Andersen's
appreciation of royalty must have seemed to them like a very
pleasant warm breeze. But among Andersen's friends, there
were some for whom it was becoming increasingly difficult
to distinguish between simple medieval loyalty and simple
commonplace snobbery, or between an anxious need for
reassurance of status and a preposterous vanity.
Yet Andersen had other qualities that allowed these
blemishes to exist in his character without dominating it. In a
famous Danish novel of the period, A Castle by the Rhine,
by Johann Carsten Hauch, Andersen was clearly and
mercilessly pilloried in the portrayal of a vain author.
Everyone knew it as Andersen, and finally he was forced to
comment on the portrait in a letter to poet B. S. Ingemann.
In this remarkable note he admitted the resemblance and
confessed
to his own
well-known
shortcomings.
Furthermore, he declared no animosity toward Hauch for the
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attack but even a reaffirmed friendship. Ingemann wrote of
this to Hauch and said that while he had never particularly
admired Andersen's personal qualities before, this display of
great spiritual strength had greatly altered his appreciation
of H. C. Andersen and he was much impressed.
In 1843, Andersen went to Brussels and then again to
Paris. There he was offered tickets by Victor Hugo to see the
playwright's most recent stage work. He also met David, the
sculptor and painter, Alexandre Duman, and Rachel, a great
French actress of the period. Again he met Heinrich Heine,
who told Andersen that he had read The Steadfast Tin
Soldier to his wife and that she had been completely
enchanted. He also met Balzac. Andersen's unusual talent for
meeting and corresponding with the world-famous cannot be
attributed to snobbishness. In spite of severe language
difficulties, he had been able to communicate and make a
favorable and lasting impression. Compared with the experiences forty years later of other great Scandinavian authors
Bjornson, Strindberg, and Jonas Lie, who lived for years in
Paris without
having
the slightest
contact
with
contemporary authors, Andersen's talent for establishing
personal relationships becomes even more extraordinary.
Enjoying such recognition abroad, Andersen began to regard
his own countrymen with even more suspicion and bitterness
than before, sometimes even with hatred. He expected his
friends and the Danish critics to be as enthusiastic for his
poorer efforts, such as his plays, as the French and German
audiences were for his greatest works-the
Tales and the Travel books. His feelings and diatribes against his fellow
countrymen are personified in this letter of rage sent to his
friend Henrietta Wulff following the booing of his play
Agnete in Copenhagen:
I wish my eyes may never again see the home which
can only see my shortcomings and fail to realize
what great gifts God has given me! I hate those who
hate men, I curse those who curse me! From Denmark, as always before, the cold air streams come
which petrify me abroad! They spit on me, they
trample me into the mud, and yet I am a Digter of a
-116-
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lectures all over Britain, and also with the break-up of his
marriage. The Dickens children did not like the Danish
author for some reason and Dickens' sister-in-law, who was
also living in the home, was frequently quite insulting to
their visitor. When Dickens was out of the house, Andersen
became very melancholy. Finally, Andersen left for home
and Dickens accompanied him to the boat and the farewell
between the two great men was a sad one. Andersen
generally felt that the visit was highly successful, but the
Dickens family was not so positive. The problem was that
after a couple of weeks, when Andersen was prepared to
leave, he was asked to stay on, out of politeness. He thought
it was meant, so he kept on in this way for three more weeks.
The Dickens family found it difficult to communicate with
him in his very poor English. And after he left, Dickens put a
note on the guest room door, "H. C. Andersen stayed here
for five weeks which seemed like five years." Andersen kept
up a correspondence for a while, but Dickens did not
respond, and gradually Andersen realized the friendship was
over. The two men were, in fact, very different underneath
the apparent similarity in some of their writing. Dickens was
sentimental in his books but not so in his private life.
Andersen, on the other hand, wept openly over bad reviews
and this must really have shocked Dickens. Dickens had a
great sense of humor in his daily life, so did Andersen in his
writing and often in his conversation, but in his poor spoken
English this disappeared entirely. There was another reason
for the falling-out between the two men. Dickens had read
criticisms of Andersen's lack of formal Danish language and
style in his writings-a common attack by Danish critic J. L.
Heiberg and others. Dickens had assumed this to be an
attack on Andersen's everyday speech and he began to think
of Andersen as a simpleton. In reality, and very much like
Mark Twain in America, Andersen was a pioneer in the
portrayal of lives of common people through the use of
colloquialism and dialect in his writing. Dickens, of course,
could not possibly have identified this quality in Andersen's
written Danish, and as do many ·non-Danes even today, he
was content to relegate Andersen to the nursery. In 1870,
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sought after as a houseguest and entertainer by princes,
kings, and queens. He wrote of all this to the Collin family,
who were still not impressed. Andersen became, predictably,
furious. Edvard Collin responded with another letter:
You immediately invent a story to the effect that
you are despised in Denmark and that you despise
her-both
statements being untrue, for really you
and Denmark get on very well together and would
get along even better if there weren't a theatre here.
You always return to the subject of this damnable
theatre, and this annoys me. Don't you write anything but plays?
Andersen made three important visits to Sweden-in
1837, 1849, and 1865. Two important women from Sweden
were to form lasting and deep impressions upon the life and
work of the author: Writer Fredrika Bremer (her book
America of the Fifties portrayed her vision of this country
136 years ago; published in 1924 by The American Scandinavian Foundation) and the singer Jenny Lind (with whom
he was in love for years). His finest travel book, In Sweden,
is a marvelous description of a beggar boy he saw in
Northern Sweden whose clothes were an amazing patchwork
of motley rags in front and merely tied strings holding the
whole frontal display together at the back-"nothing
in back
but the bare string!" There's a description of a visit he made
to a Swedish prison-again
Andersen's curiosity overcomes
any lack of courage-and
his observations of the individual
prisoners there are poignant and memorable. And there's a
final little account of a few days spent in the Zather Valley
where he did some of his famous paper-cuttings for a village
girl who promptly showed them to her grandmother, who
insisted Andersen turn them into gingerbread cutters for her
cookies ... "so I can hope that my memory lives on in the
region, in the form of new fashions for gingerbread."
Andersen visited Great Britain twice, in 1847 and then
ten years later, in 1857. As early as 1845, he had received a
letter from his first English translator, Mary Howitt, that all
England would honor his presence there. He was indeed
popular and his works sold well there. He is often mentioned
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in the love letters of that time between poets Elizabeth
Barrett and Robert Browning. Later they met in Italy, and E.
B. Browning's last poem, "The North and the South," was
dedicated to and is about Andersen the traveler. Also, both
Thackeray and Charles Dickens were great admirers of
Andersen's writing.
When he finally arrived in Britain, the reception he
received was as enthusiastic as that promised by Mrs.
Howitt. He attended a party given by Lady Blessington to
which Dickens had also been invited, and the two authors
achieved an immediate rapport. Dickens later left Andersen
a twelve-volume collection of his works and in each volume
Dickens had inscribed, "To Hans Christian Andersen from
his friend and admirer, Charles Dickens." Dickens invited
him to come to his home to stay sometime. They had both,
after all, written travel books on Italy. At any rate,
Andersen became the social lion of London. He was made an
honorary member of a literary club, he posed for sculptors
and painters and was guest of honor at many homes and
mansions. Upon his return home, Andersen wrote five new
tales, including "The Story of a Mother," which were printed
in English before Danish in a little volume entitled A
Christmas Greeting to My English Friends, with a long
dedication to Dickens. In January 1848, Dickens wrote to
thank him. "Come over to England again soon! But
whatever you do, don't leave off writing, for we cannot afford
to lose any of your thoughts. They are too purely and simply
beautiful to be kept in your own head." They didn't see each
other again until 1857 but exchanged many cordial letters. In
many of these, Dickens begged Andersen to come and visit
him in England.
Finally, in June of 1857, Andersen did go to stay with
Dickens for five weeks. He was even invited to see Queen
Victoria but, most uncharacteristically, Andersen declined,
preferring to spend the time with Dickens and his family.
They attended theatrical events together in London and a
performance of Handel's Messiah given in the middle of
summer. But there were serious problems with this visit.
Dickens was preoccupied with dramatic readings and
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kind God did not give them many of-and in my
dying hour I shall ask God never to give any such
to that nation again. Oh, what a poison has come
into my blood at these hours! When I was young I
could weep; now I can't, I can only be proudhate-detest-give
my soul to evil powers in order
to find a moment's relief I Here, in this large foreign
city, the best known and the noblest among the
spirits of Europe receive me with kindness and
love, meet me as a kindred soul, and at home the
boys are spitting at the best creation of my heart!
Indeed, even if I have to be judged after my death
as I am being judged while I'm alive, I still say:
The Danes can be evil, cold, satanic! A people well
suited for those damp, mouldy-green islands from
which Tycho Brahe was sent into exile, where
Leonora
Christiana
was imprisoned,
where
Ambrosius Stub was treated as the squire's fool,
and where yet many others like them will be maltreated until the name of the people become a
legend. Still, I'm probably expressing myself in a
way characteristic of a hissed poet; if this letter of
mine were published, the whole of Copenhagen
roar with laughter. I wish I had never seen that
place, I wish the eternal God will never again let
anybody with a nature like mine be born there; I
hate the home, just as it hates and spits on me.
Please pray for me to God that I may find a quick
death, that I may never see the place where I'm
to suffer, where I'm a stranger, a stranger like
nowhere abroad. (Translation by Elias Bredsdorff .)
Elias Bredsdorff notes that Andersen was so certain that
Miss Wulff would tear up this letter (she did not) that he
copied it into his diary. The curious and again contradictory
thing is that this is the man who wrote within a very short
time the great tribute to his country: I Danmark er jeg

fodt . .. Dig elsker jeg! Danmark, mit Fcedreland!
From 1844 to 1847, Andersen again traveled widely in
Europe and was recognized there beyond his belief. He was
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thirteen years after Andersen's last visit to England, Charles
Dickens died, and Andersen wrote in his diary, "So we shall
never see one another again on this earth, nor speak to each
other. I shall not either have any explanation from him why
he did not answer my later letters."
Four years earlier, in 1866, Andersen resumed his
travels and journeyed again to Italy as well as to Spain and
Portugal. This resulted two years later in his final travel
book, A Visit to Portugal. (The first Portuguese edition did
not appear until 1971 and the first English edition translated
by Grace Thornton appeared a year after, in 1972.)
It is worth quoting from Andersen's final paragraphs in
this work because they illustrate to the last Andersen's great
moral courage and also at the same time his fear of death or
violence at each step.
At one moment I was of a mind to stay in Portugal
and see what time would bring. Then I remembered
the old proverb that the dearest guest becomes a
bore if he stays too long in another's house. I had,
so far as I knew, never yet tested the truth of this
(ironic after the Dickens episode). I worried so
much about the difficulties of the sea voyage and of
everything that could happen in these war-agitated
days, that there was a great conflict in my double
nature-fear
of danger and desire to experience itbut, as always, desire conquered fear .... I thought
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about the power of the sea. In all this there was a
kind of rhythmic order, in the restrained beat, the
movement of the waves, the motion of the ship,
soon I grew accustomed to it and to the signals;
but every deviation or new, unknown noise
brought me at once to full consciousness and I
could not turn my thoughts away from the catastrophes that could happen. More and more alive
became the memory and apprehension of the
dreadful death on this same sea of Jette Wulff, the
friend of my youth, when the steamer Austria on
which she was traveling caught fire. All the terror I
had read about, felt, and indeed suffered, came
back to me and her death was again so vivid in my
thoughts and sensibilities.
Andersen had often been invited to come to America
where his principal contacts were the poet Longfellow and
the editor Horace Scudder. Scudder could read Danish and
had published thirteen tales of Andersen in this country long
before they appeared in Denmark. Many invitations were
sent inviting him to come and he was seriously considering
this voyage in spite of his well-known fear of water when the
tragedy alluded to above canceled forever all possibility of
an American journey. The steamer Austria, on route to
America, caught fire and sank with almost all lives lost
including his friend, the dear hunchbacked daughter of
Admiral Wulff.
Late in 1873, Andersen came down with a severe illness
which we know now was the beginning of the liver cancer
that eventually killed him two years later. Still, he went
again to Germany and Switzerland.
How, in the end, should we evaluate Andersen the
private man 7 He had a desperate and lifelone craving for
praise and affection. He was in his childhood and remained
ever afterwards an outsider. He was forever lonely. He never
managed to have a home of his own; he was always living in
apartments or hotel rooms or in the houses of friends. The
Collin family was his own real family from the age of fifteen,
and even they excluded him in so many ways.
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Andersen was vain, impatient, irritable, suspicious and
snobbish. His dilemma, as Elias Bredsdorff neatly compared
it, was the dilemma of the goblin in "The Goblin at the
Grocer's," who came to understand that his sympathies lay
with the poor student in the attic and that this was where he
really belonged and ought to live. But then again, he had
second thoughts about actually moving up there. "I can't
give up the grocer altogether because of the cream and the
butter." And so Andersen, like the goblin, concludes, "We,
too, have to go to the grocer for the cream and the butter."
He went to the mansions of the great for the "cream and the
butter" but his sympathies were not so much with them. But
he had lost contact with the social class he came from and
any sudden confrontation with social outcasts was likely to
frighten him. His deep-rooted feeling of inferiority made any
relationships, especially close and lasting ones, virtually
impossible. It was undoubtedly a good thing that he never
married. He also had a constant fear of the family curse of
insanity. Yet he had a good singing voice and loved singing
the old Danish songs. He had a marvelous talent for reading
his tales aloud. He truly had a charismatic presence,
especially, apparently, when he spoke. Someone who had
been to Dickens' readings said Dickens was a good actor and
a very accomplished reader but Andersen was far superior.
Also, his sketches, montages, and paper cuttings were
particularly remarkable. He was full of contradictions. He
was vain, yet his friends knew how really humble he was. He
was a courageous traveler, yet fearful and timid in small
matters. He cared deeply for the poor and under-valued, yet
spent most of his time with the privileged and wealthy. He
was a Christian, yet rejected the dogmas of Christianity. He
was patriotic, yet had an intense and life-long resentment of
his homeland. He was awkward ;.ind gauche, yet charismatic
and appealing. "Why can I ne~er enjoy the present?" he
would ask a friend. Like the "Fir Tree" in his own tale, he
always wanted to be somewhere else. "When a man is born a
coward," he wrote, "and yet combats this of his own accord,
then he has done what he ought to have done, and need not
be ashamed of the weakness he has been born with."
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Until the end, Andersen would send for Jonas Collin, Jr.
and plan one more trip abroad. They had traveled together
on three occasions to Italy, Spain, and Portugal and shared
many happy memories.
Fortunate are those of you who can read Andersen 's
travel books, letters, and journal in Danish. They are a
special gift to you-available to no one else. They reveal the
man and his times in a unique and precious way.
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